
 

Free crochet pattern two-coloured Halloween Pumpkin in
fabric yarn



 



 

Download PDF here

Here's a free crochet pattern for Halloween pumpkins made in fabric yarn! The pattern includes
several different sizes, but you can always make exactly the number of stitches you want - the
procedure remains the same regardless. The pumpkin, which is crocheted in rows is crocheted in
back loop only. Infinity Hearts Ribbon fabric yarn has been used for this pattern. 

Measurements

The small pumpkin measures 37 cm in circumference and 13 cm in height, 16 cm incl. peduncle.

The medium pumpkin measures 64 cm in circumference and 23 cm in height, 30 cm incl. peduncle.

The large pumpkin measures 79 cm in circumference and 33 cm in height, 40 cm incl. peduncle.

Materials

Crochet hook size 6.00 mm
Wadding/Stuffing
Darning-needle for fitting/assembly
(Possibly) Place marker and Row counter
Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 27 Yellow
Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 28 Mustard Yellow
Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 11 Pistache Green 
Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 14 Bottle Green 
Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 09 Light Brown 

Yarn- and stuffing usage

Small

35 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 11 Pistache Green
60 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 14 Bottle Green 
30 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 09 Light Brown
200 grams Wadding/Stuffing

Medium

115 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 27 Yellow
180 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 28 Mustard Yellow
30 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 09 Light Brown
400 grams Wadding/Stuffing

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1515-infinity-hearts-ribbon
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20835-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-11-pistacie-gron-5713410011041.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20838-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-14-flaskegron-5713410011065.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20833-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-09-lysebrun-5713410011027.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/284-fyld-til-bamser-og-puder
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20851-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-27-gul-5713410011188.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20852-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-28-sennepsgul-5713410011195.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20833-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-09-lysebrun-5713410011027.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/284-fyld-til-bamser-og-puder


 

Large

180 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 27 Yellow
200 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 28 Mustard Yellow
30 grams Infinity Hearts Ribbon Fabric Yarn 09 Light Brown
800 grams Wadding/Stuffing

Abbreviations

dc - double crochet

ch - chain stitch

sl st - slip stitch

dec - decrease (2 stitches together)

inc - increase (2 stitches in the same stitch)

tr - treble

Instructions

All pumpkins are made with hook 6 and with Infinity Hearts Ribbon.

Colours: 27 Yellow and 28 Mustard Yellow or 11 Pistache Green and 14 Bottle Green.

The pumpkins are crocheted in two colours, alternating between light and dark. Always start with the
light colour and make the colour change in the last turning chain. That way the rows alternate
between light and dark. I cut the tails off as I go - but I leave a long tail on the last row, as it will be
used for weaving the sides together.

On the row with double crochets, you make 2 turning chains, where you only make 1 with the trebles.

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20851-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-27-gul-5713410011188.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20852-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-28-sennepsgul-5713410011195.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-ribbon/20833-infinity-hearts-ribbon-stofgarn-09-lysebrun-5713410011027.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/284-fyld-til-bamser-og-puder


 

 



 

 

 

Small pumpkin

Make 21 ch with the lighter colour, change over to the dark colour on ch 22 (2 turning chains)
Make 20 treble in the back loop, make the colour change on the turning chain - 1 ch
Make 20 double crochets in back loop, change colour on 2nd turning chain
Repeat until you have made 13 rows of each colour

Medium pumpkin

Make 36 ch with the lighter colour, change over to the dark colour on ch 37 (2 turning chains)
Make 35 treble in back loop, make the colour change on the turning chain - 1 ch
Make 35 double crochets in back loop, change colour on 2nd turning chain
Repeat until you have made 20 rows of each colour.



 

Large pumpkin

Make 51 ch with the lighter colour, change over to the dark colour on ch 52 (2 turning chains)
Make 50 treble in the back loop, make the colour change on the turning chain - 1 ch
Make 50 double crochets in back loop, change colour on 2nd turning chain
Repeat until you have made 27 rows of each colour. 

When the pumpkin ‘pieces’ are finished, you weave all ends together – you do that simply by using
a reef knot.

  



 

 

 

Then, you weave all the sides together. It is important to do this while makings sure it resembles the
rest of the pumpkin's shape. 

Begin on the front loop on the chain stitch row and over to the back loop in the last row.

Continue like this all the way down and your weave will have the same structure as the rest.

Now you join the ends to get the round shape. Here, you use double Ribbon so it's slightly sturdier
when you tighten it, weave the double Ribbon yarn all the way around, tighten and bind all ends
together firmly.

Make sure to stuff the pumpkin generously with wadding in order for it to get a nice and solid shape.

Bottom and peduncle

Made with hook 6 and in Infinity Hearts Ribbon.

Colour: 09 Light Brown

Bottom

Make 6 dc in a magic ring (6)
Inc x 6 (12)
1 dc, inc x 6 (18)
2 dc, inc x 6 (24)
Finish with a slip stitch in the next stitch

Leave a long tail for sewing the bottom.



 

  

The peduncle

Make 6 dc in a magic ring (6)



 

6 dc in back loop (6)
Make 6 rounds with dc (6) - if you want you can adjust the number of rows to the pumpkin
size
Inc x 6 in front loop (12)
1 dc, inc x 6 (18)
2 dc, inc x 6 (24)

Leave a long tail for sewing on the peduncle. You can stuff 2 g Ribbon in the top of the peduncle.

  



 

 

Designed by: thildethordahl (Thilde Thordahl)
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